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Abstract: General circulation models (GCM) are
unable to explicitly capture all of the scales of
motion present in the climate system, ranging from
millimetres to hundreds of thousands of kilometres.
One, therefore, resorts to parameterising the
influence of the unresolved small scale processes.
Many of these parameters are known with little
precision, which is one of the main contributors to
model bias and limited predictability. The adopted
GCM is a coupled atmospheric, oceanic, and seaice climate model with approximately 100 million
degrees of freedom. Using an ensemble Kalman
filter (EnKF) we develop a systematic and
objective means of determining the model initial
states and spatio-temporally varying parameters
that minimise the difference between a 96 member
ensemble of short term model forecasts and a
network of real world observations of the Earth
system. The parameters of interest are those
governing the heat transfer between the
atmosphere and ocean. The estimated parameter
maps resemble known model biases, and are shown
to improve model skill in the in-sample DA
experiments, and in out-of-sample multi-year
climate forecasts.
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